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Project Plan Format—Must be turned in at the start of class on the due 
date—or at the date and time indicated in Canvas.  See the grading 
rubric for points that will be subtracted. 

1.  What is the focus of the piece? (1 pt) 

2.  What is the emotional core of the piece?  Explain specifically how 
this emotion will figure into the story.  (1 pt) 

3.  What unique angle will you bring to the subject?  Be specific—not 
“we will show unique things that he/she does.” (1 pt) 

4.  Who is your main interview subject? (1 pt) 

5.  Why will the above person make for a good interview? (1 pt) 

6.  Who are your secondary interview subjects? (1 pt)   

7.  What will your secondary interview subjects add to the piece? (1 pt) 

8.  List at least 5 shots—in detail—that you think you will get.  For 
example, “a close-up of the power saw’s blade as the student works 
beside it,” “establishing shot of the Performing Arts Center auditorium 
as students work on the stage,” “a two-shot of the Performing Arts 
Center director and one of her students as they nail together some pieces 
of wood.”  Be sure to include these three things in all of your shots:  
What type of shot (e.g., wide, close-up (CU), over-the-shoulder (OTS), 
medium, etc.) of what or of whom, and what the main action is that’s 
taking place in the shot.  (5 pts) 

9.  List at least 5 questions for your main interview subject and 3 
questions for at least one of your secondary subjects.  Make sure all of 
the questions are open-ended, not questions that can be answered with a 
simple “yes” or “no.”  Also make sure that at least 2 of your questions 
are not purely informational—in other words, strive for questions that 
help us understand why a person does something or what they get or 
have gotten out of doing something.  I need 8 distinctively different 
questions here—5 for the main subject, and 3 for a secondary.  Even 
though you may repeat a question for your interview subjects when you 
are actually conducting your shoot, for purposes of the Project Plan, I 
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will take off points if any of the 8 questions is the same or very similar to 
another—or if any of the questions for your primary interview subject 
could just as easily be asked of your secondary (or vice versa).  If your 
questions for your primary subject could just as easily be asked of your 
secondary (or vice versa), then you haven’t chosen your interview 
subjects properly.  You’re striving here for variety of viewpoint, and you 
won’t be as likely to get that variety if your interview questions are 
interchangeable between your primary and secondary interview 
subjects. (8 pts) 

Things to keep in mind: 

1. This is a 20-point weekly assignment, due every Friday (with a 
few exceptions, which I will mention in class and which are also 
listed on the class assignment calendar). One point will be 
subtracted for each thing that is not done correctly (not to exceed 
the total number of points possible for each question).  For 
example, if one of your shots is “CU of quarterback throwing the 
football,” I will take off a point, since I need to know a close-up 
shot of what—his hands? his face? 

2. I would prefer that you submit your finished assignment via 
Canvas—in which case, it must be submitted prior to the start of 
school on the day it is due.  If you are having trouble with your 
Internet connection, then you may type this assignment and print 
it out or write it out by hand.  If you choose to write it by hand, 
make sure it is legible.  I will not take off points for grammar or 
spelling issues, but I will take off points if what you’ve written is 
so illegible that I can’t easily read it or if the sentence you’ve 
written doesn’t make sense.  Because writing it out by hand is an 
option, I will not accept as an excuse for lateness that “my 
Internet (or printer) wasn’t working.” 

3. Points will be subtracted for lateness.  I will take off an increasing 
number of points for every day the assignment is turned in late.  If 
you turn it in one day late, I will take off 2 points—and remember, 
that’s out of 20 points total, so on a 100-point scale, the best you 
could get if you do nothing wrong on the assignment itself is a 90.  
If you turn it in 2 days late, I will take off 5 points, so the best you 
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could get on a 100-point scale is a 75.  If you haven’t turned it in 
by 2 days later than it’s due, then I will take off a total of 9 points, 
so you will receive 11 points for the assignment, which of course is 
a 55, an F, on a 100-point scale.  If you are absent on the Friday 
that the assignment is due, then you will need to turn it in the next 
day that you’re back at school, and no points will be subtracted 
for lateness in that case.  Bear in mind that, with the exception of 
particular Fridays which are listed on the class calendar, there is a 
Project Plan due every single Friday, so even if you are gone for 
several days prior to the Friday that a Project Plan is due, and 
you show up on Friday, you will need to turn your Project Plan in 
that day or points will be subtracted for lateness.  With that in 
mind, I will not accept as an excuse for lateness “I wasn’t here for 
the entire week (or weeks, or days) before it was due.” 

4. In answer to #7, “what will your secondary interview subjects add 
to the piece?” don’t just tell me what the person does.  For 
example, if you were doing a piece profiling the high school’s 
starting quarterback, and one of your secondary interviews is 
with the offensive coordinator, I would not accept as an answer to 
the above question, “He’s the offensive coordinator.”  I would 
need you to say something like “Because he’s the offensive 
coordinator, he can talk about how the quarterback has improved 
over the years and what challenges he continues to face.” 

5. For the list of at least 5 shots, do not list interview shots or shots of 
photographs, shots from home video or shots from any other 
video that you could not film yourself. 

6. When listing a shot, be sure to tell me what kind of shot, of what 
or of whom, and what is going on in the shot. Examples of kinds of 
shots include close-up (also called CU or tight) or extreme close-
up (ECU), over-the-shoulder (also called OTS), two-shot, medium, 
wide, establishing.  Especially if listing a close-up (CU) or tight 
shot, be sure to tell me a close-up or tight shot of what—not just 
“a tight shot of Jane as she plays the violin”—instead, you would 
say something like “a tight shot of Jane’s fingers on the strings (or 
of her hand holding the bow) as she plays the violin.” 
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7. You may list more than 5 shots, and you may list more than 8 
questions.  It can only help you to have additional shots, though I 
will not give extra credit.  For example, if you list 7 shots, and 2 of 
them are not sufficiently described but the others are, then I will 
still give you full credit for the 5 shots that were correct.  

8. Be sure to choose a subject that you could actually film. If you 
don’t, I will take off at least one point, depending on how unlikely 
it is that you could film it.  For example, do not choose as your 
focus a profile of a celebrity, unless you or your family has a 
personal connection to that celebrity and that celebrity is often in 
the Tulsa area.  As another example, do not choose a seasonal 
activity if that activity will not be taking place on one of your 
filming days.  As I’ve mentioned in class, all filming days are listed 
on the class calendar—the one I’ve provided a link to on the home 
page for this course (not the “Canvas calendar”). 

9. You may choose to profile friends or family members—however, 
make sure there is something unique and visually interesting 
about the subject. 

10. Strive to pick subjects that are visually interesting and that also 
contain some sort of emotional angle. The newspaper Tulsa World 
and the web site for the Tulsa Area United Way have been good 
sources for subjects for my students.  For ideas related to the 
latter, go to tauw.org, then click on Partner Agencies at the top of 
the screen for a list of links that include more information about 
the member organizations.  If you don’t have a subscription to the 
Tulsa World, you will have limited access to the articles on the 
Tulsa World web site.  However, both our high school Media 
Center and all Tulsa public libraries have subscriptions that will 
allow you to have unlimited online access when you call up the 
web site tulsaworld.com on any of their computers. 


